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 *Mathematical models  to describe relationship between soil fertility  

    and plant growth (yields) 

      1- Liebig (1855) , Springl (1839)    

             Law of minimum  ( law of limiting factor)  :          

                i- plant growth (yield) is determined by factor presents in  

                 lowest conc., regardless of any other factor.   

               ii- addition of other factor does not influence  response to 

                   application of limiting factor.    

             iii- response of growth to limiting factor  is linear.    

    

          





                                                    y    =   a  x    

     

                              yield            constant          quantity of nutrient in        

                                                                                shortest amount         

     Boresch proposed Liebigs law to be    

 

                                              Y =  c + a  x         amount of added factor    

                                  

                                   yield                yield level in absence of x application    

                                             

                                                constant      

               



 2- Blackman   

                      optima and limiting factor                       genetic yield limit       

                                                                                              Cate- Nelson                                                                                                                 
concept 

                     yield                                               
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   3-  Mitscherlich Equation    ( law of diminishing returns )     

            when plants were supplied with adequate amounts of all but  

            one nutrient their growth was proportional to the amount of  

            this one limiting element which was supply to the soil. Plant  

            growth increased as more of this element was added, but not  

            in direct proportion to the amount of the growth factor added.  

            The increase in growth with each successive addition of the   

            element in equation was progressively smaller. Mitscherlich   

            expressed this mathematically as      

            

                                            dy/dx = ( A –  Y ) C             

  

                      dy            increase in yield resulting from an increment of  

                                      the growth factor dx    

                     dx              increment of the growth factor     



       A               maximum possible yield by supplying all growth factors  

                         in optimum amounts    

       y               yield obtained after any given quantity of the factor x  

                        has been applied         

       C               constant depend on the nature of growth factor  

                           ( C is not constant varies  widely for different crops)     

         integrated of above equation we obtain                   

                                       log A ― log (A― Y ) = CX1            

                                   

                                                                                ( x+ b )     



 Micherlich eq. could be stated as   

                            log (A– Y ) = log A – 0.301 (X)       

 

                  replaces (c) when yields are expressed as % (A=100)     

  if A , the max. yield, is considered to be 100 % , equation reduces to   

                            log (100  – y ) = log 100 – 0.301 (x )      

          if one unit of the growth factor x added then  

                           log (100 – y ) = log100 – 0.301(1)   

                                                    =   2 – 0.301     

                                                    =   1.699       

                                  100 –  y      =   50    

                                            y      = 100 – 50   

                                                    = 50  , so addition of first  unit of growth    

                                                      factor results in a yield that 50% of max.    

   and so on for increasing addition of growth factors    

                                            



  



    The Baule unit     

              unit of fertilizer, or any other growth factor, be taken as that  necessary to  

             produce a yield that is 50% of the maximum possible.      

 4- Bray ,s  Nutrient Mobility Concept.    

              A modification of the Micherlich- Baule- Spillman    

                         “ as the mobility of a nutrient in the soil decreases, the    

                            the amount of that nutrient needed in the soil to  

                            produced a max. yield increases from a variable net   

                            value , determined principally by magnitude of the  

                            yield and the optimum % composition of the crop, to  

                            an amount whose value tend to be a constant.” 

    

             * plants absorbed mobile nutrients from root system sorption zone 

                while immobile nutrients absorbed from root surface sorption zone   

  

             * mobile nutrients follow liebig low and immobile nutrients follow  

                 percentage sufficiency of Micherlich       

            

                               

                             

                   

            



 5-  Spillamans Equation    

                                         y  = A ( 1 ―  IO_CX )     

                        A , C ,and x  as above .  Expanded for many nutrients   

                                         y = A ( 1–  10_CIX1 ) ( 1 – 10_C2X 2  )…….  






